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The Trump Insults Playing Cards - full color caricatures
People whom Donald Trump has insulted

PARIS - NEW YORK, 19.05.2016, 16:15 Time

USPA NEWS - Quantum Results just announced the launch of the Trump Insults Playing Cards, 54 full color caricature cards of the
people in politics, entertainment and the media whom Donald Trump has insulted. The cards include drawings of Hillary Clinton,
President Obama, Ted Cruz, Bernie Sanders,...

Quantum Results just announced the launch of the Trump Insults Playing Cards, 54 full color caricature cards of the people in politics,
entertainment and the media whom Donald Trump has insulted. The cards include drawings of Hillary Clinton, President Obama, Ted
Cruz, Bernie Sanders, Rosie O'Donnell, Kim Kardashian, Madonna and even the Pope. All of the major former Republican Presidential
candidates are pictured, accompanied by Trump's insults.

The Trump Insults Playing Cards have been launched as an Indiegogo campaign.

Art Glass, President of Quantum Results says: 'Trump Insults Playing Cards will have you start spirited discussions about Trump and
politics while playing cards with your friends. Even if you are not a Trump fan, you can enjoy his insults aimed at politicians,
entertainment figures and the media. Each card includes the quote of the insult, the date, and where it was said.'
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